EPISODE 37
Cultivating a Reading Life
Guest: Anne Bogel

So many of you have been asking to hear from today’s
guest for a while, so I am thrilled to say that today, I’m
chatting with Anne Bogel, who many of you know better
as Modern Mrs Darcy. Anne is the go-to expert out there
for so many of us trying to figure out how to make reading
a part of our lives in between diaper changes and endless
loads of laundry and all the other dailiness of life. A mama
of four kids, Anne still manages to fit in a ton of reading,
quite a bit of writing, a job, homeschooling, and she even
manages to keep track of all the books she devours. She’s
the master at balancing multiple books at one time and
if you want to know what’s hot off the book shelf, she’s
an invaluable resource. Her site modernmrsdarcy.com
is my first stop when I know I need a new book to find
out what’s best right off the presses. She’s even created
a printable reading journal that you can download from
her site for free. We’ll make sure we link that up in the
show notes for you to go grab. And today, we’re going
to be chatting about cultivating a thoughtful reading life
and how to fit in as much reading as we possibly can. So
without further ado, Anne, welcome to the show.

Sarah: I am so glad to chatting with you. So your site is
by far, my favorite place to go when I need a new reading
recommendation so I know our listeners are going to
appreciate finding you if they haven’t already found you.
Anne: Thank you. That makes me very happy to hear.
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Anne: I started it (this blows my mind now) almost five
years ago in February 2011.
Sarah: Okay. Wow! That’s awesome. So when you started
it, did you have the vision for where it is now or did it kind
of evolve over time?
Anne: I’m a pantser, not a planner. I mean I always
wanted to blog about the intersection of timeless ideas
and what’s relevant right now, so in that sense, the vision
has stayed constant. But as far as what it looks like, no,
I never could have imagined exactly what it looked like
now.
Sarah: I think it’s probably fair to say, it’s one of the top
reading sites online, the top reading blogs online. I know
that I see it, linked to, and mentioned everywhere when
people are looking for good recommendations, you’ve
just become the go-to person. So that’s a pretty...
Anne: That’s lots of fun.

Anne: Hi Sarah! I’m glad to be here.

3:30

Sarah: Okay and when you started, how long ago did
you start Modern Mrs Darcy actually?

A little more about Anne’s family

Sarah: Well tell us right at the beginning here a little bit
about your family.
Anne: Okay. I met my husband, Will, in high school but
we didn’t meet until senior year because I think that
sounds super cheesy but we’ve been married for 15
years. Now I totally take the cheesy part if that’s the life I
get. We have four kids. We have bookend boys, two girls
in the middle. They are 12, 10, 8, and 5. And we live in
Louisville, Kentucky.

Sarah: Really fun. So tell us more about what reading
looks like in your home. Because you have four kids. Are
they all readers?
5:00

Falling down the Harry Potter hole

Anne: They’re all readers but they’re not read
independently-ers yet. My 5 and a half year old is learning
his letters and his sight words but I think actively right
now while we’re speaking, Will and Silas are reading
Harry Potter on the couch. Because he has been begging.
So yeah, they’re all readers.
Sarah: Is this their first time they’ve read Harry?
Anne: It’s Silas’s first time because all the other ones
have read them independently. We started reading them
aloud and then they got impatient because you can read
faster to yourself than you can when you’re listening to
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your mom or reading out loud to your mom and your
dad. So everybody else just tends to come hang out in
the living room with what’s going in the couch. So it is his
first time through which is fun and I always like to reread
but everybody else knows what’s coming next.
Sarah: So did you do anything in particular when your
kids were young in order to cultivate a love of reading in
your kids or has it just been something maybe they’ve
seen you do and they’ve fallen in love with themselves.
How have you cultivated the reading culture in your
home?

Anne: That’s really cool to know though. I wish I knew
how many pages I’ve read and my kids. Okay, but yeah
good for you for biting your tongue.

Anne: I’m a giant book nerds so of course I wanted my
kids to be readers too because I want them to be able to
experience that. But we didn’t like sit down and have a
pow-wow and say, Okay here’s the strategy. I think it just
evolved because that’s what they grew up with. We have
shelves full of books and Will and I are always reading
on the couch. He doesn’t read as much as I do but he is
a reader. And I think that we were extraordinarily lucky
to live next door to a really great public library until last
year. So for the first many, many years of their lives, I
would literally be at the library everyday. Like when Jack
was born (I almost called my first one by the wrong time),
he hated the car. He was kind of a high maintenance
child and I went to the library literally everyday to pick
up my reserves because I was impatient for them and to
return the old ones because I don’t like clutter and I think
subconsciously, I was just seeking human contact that
didn’t require a vehicle and a screaming child on a car
seat. So what’s what they grew up with.

Sarah: Yeah, right.

6:55

Anne: Yeah, I have a high brow and a low brow on that
one. The first book, they kept me awake under the covers
with the flashlight until 2 o’clock in the morning because
I had to find out what happened was Emily of New Moon
by L.M. Montgomery, which isn’t really a high brow
pick, that is what I had in mind. But that is at least like
a quality book that I am not embarrassed to have read.
But honestly, I think the other thing was The Baby-Sitters
Club series. I was addicted.

Anne’s start as a reader

Sarah: So did your love for reading start young? When
you were a kid, were you one of those kids that voraciously
read books?
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keep track of pages. When they finish a book, they’ll write
down how many pages it was and we just started doing
that, maybe two years ago and then they just got hooked
on it and my daughter, my 12-year old last year read forty
thousand pages over the year and when I saw it, I had to
like bite my tongue to keep from being like, “You need
more chores” or something. Like you shouldn’t have that
much time. How did this happen?

Anne: Yes, I was totally one of those kids. One of those
kids, where’s embarrassing where the principal comes
to your third grade classroom and he’s like, Oh Anne,
you read 53 books when everybody else read 10, which
I think now, looking back, it’s kind of a miracle but he
didn’t squelch my love of reading right there or sent me...
that I survived. That is it from the principal.
Sarah: Yeah I’ve got some voracious... I was like that as a
kid too. And one of my daughters] last year would they’d

Anne: And for keeping track. Both and. Because I think
both are important in cultivating readers because you
made that something she could be proud of without
making her feel weird. I’m an introvert and extroverts
love to read too or can love to read but I wonder if it is
that more common in introverts. But in my case, I totally
am and so my principle is let’s single her out and make
her feel awkward in front of the whole classroom. That’s
maybe not the best way.
Sarah: She is my one introvert. Well, I don’t know about
by little ones yet but out of my oldest three, I’ve got two
extroverts like me and one introvert. She’s my introvert.
That’s really interesting. Was there a book or a series that
really lit you up when you were a kid and kind of made
you into the reader you are today?
8:40

The books that made Anne a reader

Sarah: Oh my goodness that’s mine too!
Anne: I could not wait. I’m so glad to hear that and there’s
so many of us. Like I had the conversation so much like I
just got my daughters the whole Baby-Sitters Club series,
well almost the whole Baby-Sitters Club series on eBay
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because I have no idea where mine are... like I can totally
myself getting rid of them but I don’t remember doing it.
My mom might have moved them out. I don’t know but
I don’t have them. Still, I got them on eBay and I posted
the picture on Instagram and there were like so many
comments. They said, “That was my childhood right
there.” Because I was getting them and okay they’re 50
cents each if I buy a hundred but they are like $5 each
if I buy them individually as artifacts. That was my taste
of a series. I was investing the characters. I couldn’t wait
for the next book. We discover series like that when I was
young. There were probably 20 that all pre-existed and
then I’d wait impatiently for Ann Martin to write the next
one.
10:00 The difference between twaddle and fluff
Sarah: You know it’s so funny because we hear a lot of
parents worrying that their kids are reading fluffy, cottoncandy.
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Anne: It’s not like twaddle but it’s some people probably
think it is. But it is definitely not high literature.
Sarah: But the thing is, sometimes you need... well I
know Susan Wise Bauer talks about this. You need a lot
of reading to get really good at reading and so if it takes
reading something below your level that’s really easy
that just gets a lot of words going into your eyes and into
your brain then it improves your skill of reading so much
and also when you are really good at something, you
start to love it. So my daughter, my 12-year old, the one
who read forty thousand pages last year of mostly really
good books, definitely some twaddle or just fun books.
We have no problem with that. A lot of really good books
in there too. When she was first reading, read voraciously
from those fairy books like the Spring Fairy and the
Winter Christmas Tree Fairy... I don’t know I’m just making
that up now. But all these different fairy twaddle books,
the Disney series and there was another series by Daisy
Meadows and at that time I remember cringing a little
bit that that’s all she would read and now I’m so grateful
that I let her have that time and space to fall in love with
reading because it was after she fell in love with reading
that I was able to guide her to meatier, really more high
quality books and she didn’t have to try to start to love
reading while she was reading something more difficult.

Anne: Right. I totally agree. And that’s my view point too.
Oh, Sweet Valley High. I read a lot of Sweet Valley High,
which is totally twaddle.
Sarah: So did I.
Anne: But it made reading easy when it was time to read
the good stuff and the hard stuff.
11:50 The role of audiobooks
Sarah: So I know you’ve written before about audiobooks
and how audiobooks have enriched your home and
so we’ll link to that post. You’ve got a post on 7 Ways
Audiobooks Enrich Our Homeschool. We’ll make sure
we’ll link to that in the show notes. But have you always
liked the audiobooks or have those become...
Anne: Yes and no. Will and II listened to a lot together
when we were engaged and married because we
bought a total of fixer upper-house and we found that
audiobooks... oh, we’d lose our voice talking with paint
fumes for 8 hours a day on a Saturday blowing paint on
the walls because every surface of every place in the
house needed attention. Not that they did ever got it but
that’s what we were facing.
And we lived next door to the library so we had this giant
boombox that I got for Christmas in like 1993 and it had
a CD player that still worked and we’d go to the library
and pull something off the shelf and we listen to some
really great audiobooks together. Like I still remember
listening to The Professor and the Madman by Simon
Winchester, which I still recommend all the time as a
wonderful audiobook that will hook you on it. Anything
with a British accent like automatically has an advantage
in my eyes. And we listen to... we might have listened to
Harry Potter back then which was great and we listened
to Undaunted Courage and we really liked doing that
together but then when I had Jack, I stopped listening
to audiobooks. We had an iPod, like an original iPod but
I can never quite figure out how to get the tracks in the
right order onto it and I was always moving around so
the CD player didn’t do me much good and I just didn’t
do that very often. But it’s just in the last 3 or 4 years that
I’ve really, actually now that I look back, it corresponds
with when I got a smartphone. I didn’t realize that until
just now. I’d listen to audiobooks all the time now, I’m a
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big fan. And by all the time, I mean probably one or two
a month. Not like constantly non-stop.

Anne: Yeah, and there are books where that makes a
huge difference like it makes it bring to life.

Sarah: Oh well audiobooks take a long time to listen to.
So that’s quite a bit.

Sarah: Yeah like Harry Potter read by Jim Dale is just
unbeatable I think.

Anne: They do take a long time. I love the Audible app
because it lets you listen to them at speed in a half or
speed in a quarter which is how I can’t go much faster
than speed in a quarter for books in an accent that is not
one I’m used to hearing like Australians and Brits and
French. But I do like have that with you not what your
mind wondering and get through it a little quicker.

Anne: Oh absolutely. Yeah, I love audiobooks that are not
just okay in that format but better in that format like the
Little House with Cherry Jones. I love those so much. As
an adult, I love those so much.

Sarah: Audio’s definitely one of my preferred mode. I love
reading but I think I like audio so much because I kind of
tend to be one of those energetic extrovert types. I like
to be doing something as well so if I can be cleaning the
house or running errands or putting away the laundry
while I’m listening to a book, I just feel like I can get so
much more reading in that way so I love audiobooks.
But I think you’re right. If it’s not super convenient then
it’s just way more headache than it’s worth so I thought
linking off a phone makes it so much in Audible. That
makes so much easier.
Anne: Yeah, I mean it’s the same strategy I use with my
kids. It’s like if you make it easy then much more likely
they do it and that’s why I feel about.
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Sarah: Exactly. And I have also found that books, you
had said that different accent, some of those are so much
to listen to on audiobook. Have you ever read The No.1
Ladies’ Detective Agency by Alexander McCall Smith?
Anne: No but I was telling somebody yesterday that I
keep meaning to. I heard him speak. I heard him speak
in Louisville in a kilt about his Jane Austen project book
which was only okay but I’d listen to it in his accent. But I
can see how, well I don’t know, he probably doesn’t read
his series, does he?
Sarah: He doesn’t. Well, that series is set in Africa and
so the reader has this beautiful thick accent and I had
read the first one in hard copy and then the second one
I listened to an audiobook and after that, I listened to
all of them on audiobook because it was so much more
enjoyable. I felt like I was right there because her accent
was just totally immersive.

Sarah: Yes, I wish they had those Cherry Jones versions
on Audible so badly because I think the only place you’d
get them right now is on CD like buy them on CD, right?
Anne: That’s how we have ours, yeah.
16:15 Ebooks--the best format?
Sarah: And books that have a lot of description, I have
found books when I’m reading aloud to my kids that have
really long passages of description are harder for me to
read but if you have a really talented narrator they can
be really riveting to listen to. What about eBooks? I know
that you read hard books. You read eBooks. You listen to
audiobooks, so what does that look like for you? What’s
your favorite way? What’s your favorite mode of reading
to yourself and then also with your kids?
Anne: I go back and forth right now and this has been
true for the past couple of years. I really prefer print. And
I think a big reason for that is that I am easily distractible.
So if most of my books are in print then I can see them.
I know what I have to read. I can gauge the volume of
what I have to read. And it’s easy for me to prioritize.
They’re all in one place. But if I had to add one more like
metaphorical shelf to my weighing, decision-making
process and my like the things I need to keep tabs on in my
brain, it degenerates quickly. So I have just downloaded
two books in the library yesterday and I loaded them
up on my Kindle and realized “Oh, shoot! Like I haven’t
read that book yet that I bought or that book yet that I
bought.” And I just forgot about them.
Sarah: That’s what I do with books I buy on Kindle all the
time. I completely forget I even bought because you see
them for a deal for $2.99 or something and then you grab
them and then you totally forget about them.
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Anne: And it’s just not as easy. And I think a big difference
too is I had an original Kindle and then a Kindle Fire for the
kids and then my original Kindle after like 5 years like bit
the dust. And so now I’m reading on the Kindle Fire and I
don’t like to read on it at night and I do a lot of reading at
night and so it’s a screen time thing. So basically, reading
on eBooks is hard for me now and so that’s why I’m not
doing it because even though I’m in my 30’s, it’s not like
I’m 6, if reading a certain way or certain genre or certain
method becomes difficult, I’m much less likely to do it.
And realizing that about myself makes me much more
forgiving about my kids complaining about the wierd
font or something in a book that they’re trying to read.

and not have to get it out and like I have the Kindle app
in my iPhone. If I am desperate, I can load up whatever
I have on the Kindle if I’m like at the hairstylist waiting
for my hair to dry. Then I can do something like that. But
that’s not how I prefer to read. But I can keep a book on
my purse and on my nightstand and by my desk and just
always have something ready to go and so like “Oh darn,
I left it on my bed. That doesn’t happen if I always keep it
in my purse.

Sarah: Totally. So you mention you do a lot of reading
at night. Let’s talk about that. The number one question
our listeners have for you is how you get into so much
reading. So first, tell our listeners about how much you
get in.

20:10 A trip to the ER...without a book

18:20 How much Anne really reads

Anne: We have a crouper. That’s awful.

Anne: That’s a good question. I usually read three or
four books a week but that depends. Like if I have a
700-pager or going, that is not going to be something
I read simultaneously with three other novels. Or how
about I won’t read that at the same week. I probably will
be reading it simultaneously with three of the novels
because that’s what I tend to do but I’m not going to get
through 3,000 pages a week. Let’s see...

Sarah: My oldest daughter had croup every year. But
this particular time the other night really freaked me out
because his breathing really shallow. So anyways we’re in
the ER and it was 1 o’clock in the morning and he’s two
and so I’m trying to keep him on my lap. I don’t want him
like touching anything right? Because gross. And so I had
completely forgotten. I was thinking about how you’ve
written that you try not to ever leave the house without
a book and a snack. And I didn’t grab a book and in my
head I think I thought oh I have my phone so if he falls
asleep in my arms I can just read on my Kindle but the
thing is he didn’t fall asleep in my arm so I was playing
non stop episodes of Fireman Sam and Caillou over and
over on my phone while we were waiting for hours in the
ER. And I didn’t have anything to read. I literally thought
my brain was going to explode. I thought if I just took
Anne’s advice and had a book and a snack, I’d be fine
right now.

Sarah: That’s a tremendous amount though. I think
that’s so much more than a lot of us do see ourselves as
readers don’t get through nearly that. I’m not anywhere
near close to 3 or 4 books a week. Not even close so that’s
still impressive. So you keep several books going and
so do you just pick up whichever one you feel most in
the mood for? Or do you have a structure like I read one
nonfiction, one fiction, one classic, one modern fiction,
like do something like that or you just kind of read
whatever you feel up for?
Anne: It often works out that way. Like I’ll never have
four serious novels like in-depth literary. I’ll never have 4
serious, deep, brain-expanding fiction going at the same
time without having some changes of pace off too. And
if I do, so I am a big fan of having several books going
at once and that means I can keep a book in my purse

Sarah: Right I can read several books at a time as long
as only one of them is fiction. I have a hard time keeping
two different storylines in my head.

Anne: Yeah, a lot of people say that.
Sarah: I did think of you this last week. I had to take one
of twins to the ER for this really horrible case of croup.

Anne: I’m so sorry. You do get a special dispensation for 1
o’clock in the ER with a 2-year old in in distress but yeah,
that doesn’t sound like a good time whether or not you
have a book.
Sarah: Yeah, exactly right? And when he had calm down
at that point, I think in my head too is we were racing
out the door. The last thing I was thinking was I’m going
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to be reading in the ER. It was more like let’s just get
there and get this kid breathing again. But the time he
calmed down, I thought dang, how did I get myself into
a situation where I had no book to read. This is terrible.
Sarah: So do you read mostly in the evening or do you
read... tell me about when you read.
22:00 When does Anne read?
Anne: I read a lot in the evenings except like real-life,
my reading has suffered because Will and I we’re totally
addicted to Blacklist so now we’re all caught up. But that
seriously cuts into my reading time. We are like we have
got to finish this series so that we can get back to our
normal routine.
Sarah: Oh that’s so fun.
Anne: And we did. I read a lot in the afternoons also. So
those are my two big chunks in the afternoon and in the
evening. My brain stops working and always has around
like 2 or 3 o’clock in the afternoon and during that time,
I can take in information but I can’t write or do anything
that’s extremely mentally demanding in that kind of
generative way. So to use that to my advantage, that’s
my reading time.
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Sarah: So what do your kids do during that reading time,
if I could interrupt you?
Anne: That used to be nap time way back when. That is
their, we call it rest time, quiet time. That’s the time for
them to be laying so low. We have a lot of Legos. We
have a lot of reading. We have a lot of craftiness going
on during that time. My youngest is 5 and a half. I have
always wanted to do this but back when I had a baby,
the nap thing can be definitely iffy and when I had 2 and
3-year old’s they popped out their rooms and we’d read
together or I’d read my own book in the hallway to keep
them in their room.
Sarah: That’s what I’m doing right now.
23:20 What rest time really looks like
Anne: I’d be very frustrated when I had tiny kids and
people be like oh you just need to send them to their
rooms and that can be easier said than done. So in this
stage that works. And still, it’s not like always like happy,

quiet all the time. We have a lot of “You go to your room
and you go to your room and if it isn’t quiet in two
minutes...” that is good reading time for me.
23:45 Sarah’s biggest naptime temptation
Sarah: Are you even tempted to like, before we go onto
that, are you even tempted to clean the house or get
things done? My biggest problem and I have instilled
the whole routine in the afternoon of everybody having
about 45 minutes to an hour of quiet time whenever the
toddlers nap if they do or just putting the toddlers in
their cribs and sitting outside in the hallway and yelling
at them to get back in their cribs a million times because
the twins are climbing out. But I’m tempted so much of
the time to be getting caught up on laundry or checking
in my email or something instead of reading. Do you ever
fight that or is it just a habit now?
Anne: Yes but cleaning the house isn’t what that
temptation looks like for me. That’s not usually a thing
but yeah I am tempted to try to get something more like
“productive” done during that time. So here’s where I am
on that. Intellectually, I know that the best thing I can be
doing for myself right then is reading. Or because and I
say that because like that is my way to recharge and I am
an introvert, not a massive introvert, but if we’re on a day
where I’m interacting with people all day or home with
my kids all day, like I do need that some way to fill up
my tank again and that is a good way for me to do it. So
intellectually, I know that I will be an unhappy camper if
I don’t take that time. And I’ve finally gotten to the point
where I kind of believe it too, on the emotional level.
Something else I’ve done that not everybody can do
but a lot of people can is that I’ve turned reading into
something that is productive, that is not just important
but also has a time demand on it. Since I do have a blog
and I blog about books, if my editorial calendar that I’ve
just totally decided for myself mostly probably to give
myself a deadline says I need to finish, right now it’s Mrs
Dalloway. Like I need to finish Mrs Dalloway and another
required high school read that you didn’t read back
then but you totally should read now is on my editorial
calendar for next week. And I need to finish both those
in time to write little blurbs about them by Thursday.
Because from my book list post on the blog, I read all
those books. That’s my deal with the readers. I’ve read
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these, if you have questions about content or triggers or
language or is this worth my time if I hated this but love
this? Like I’m ready to answer them.
25:55 Anne’s poor exhausted, mother of four,
introverted brain
So not only is it important to me to take some time
out to recharge but also I got to check it off the list.
That is a deadline which a lot of people have negative
connotations with. But that has been a really healthy way
for me to do what I want to do and take good care of my
poor exhausted, mother of four, introverted brain.
Sarah: Well I love that you mentioned that because for me
definitely if I put it on my to-do list as something that I’m
supposed to do, I will give myself this weird permission
that I somehow can’t give myself otherwise. So if I at least
prioritize the fact that I have to take care of like you said
this poor exhausted mother who is trying to take care of
everyone else all day. And say okay, it’s a priority for me to
read for 30 minutes today so that needs to go on the todo list right next to making dinner, not at the same time,
but I just mean on the list. You know, it’s just as important.
Then I can justify it in my head. It’s when I see it as this
decadent 30 minutes that’s completely optional and kind
of selfish that I really start struggling the reading time in.
Anne: I know. There’s a difference between feeling wise
in the good way about how you’re treating yourself and
like really over the top. Are you kidding me? There are
better things to do. Indulgent. And it’s good to find a
way to put it on the... or I found that it’s not over the top
indulgent for me. Like it keeps me from losing my mind
at 4:30. And that’s really valuable.
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27:00 Library fines and other ways to motivate
yourself to read
And also, not everybody has a blog or a compelling
reason to read and other people recharge in every
different ways and I’m definitely not like everybody
should read a thousand pages a week. Like that is not
my thing. But there are ways that other people I know
have found to make reading a little more urgent and
important like library due dates are highly motivating for
a lot of people or book club or just knowing that you’re
going to see your friend who recommended that book

you’ve been meaning to read for coffee on Friday and you
should finish it by then or at least be able to tell you’re on
chapter three. There are ways to boost up the priority list.
Or sometimes my kids want to read a book and I’ll be like,
“Let me check that out first.” Like they’ll be pushing me
to, “Have you read it yet mom?” I don’t preview a lot of
their reading now just because I can’t keep up with all of
that but there is still some stuff that I do especially for my
highly sensitive, my extremely highly sensitive child. He’s
very sensitive to emotional content. I do preview at his
request, a lot of his stuff.
Sarah: Yeah, one of the tricks that works for me is the
library trick because a couple years ago, I moved toward
buying more books because I was paying so much in
library due date overdue fines that I started telling myself
it would just be more worth it to buy the books. But
what’s happened now is I’ve amassed this collection of
books that I own that have no urgency because I just own
them. They can sit there forever. But then I still am getting
books from the library and so they are always highest on
my priority list so yeah. I can totally see how...
Anne: And that’s not a real thing. It’s not just you.
28:40 Finding the right book
Sarah: Yeah, okay so let’s talk about moms who are
looking to read more but they’re struggling to find that
time or to connect with the right book. Can you give us a
baby step for the mom who’s listening to this who says, I
want to be more of a reader but I don’t know the first step
to take. You just give her like one small step.
Anne: Okay, two-fold. Shoot, that’s two. How about one
step, don’t be afraid of the 90-second window.
Sarah: Okay, tell me more about that.
Anne: If you are heating up something in the microwave
for two minutes, leave your book on top of the microwave.
I mean it’s okay to read in line at the bank. You don’t have
to be on the couch with your blanket and your cup of tea
and you’re roaring fire, like that sounds nice and all. But
that’s not always real life. That’s like the occasional, “Oh
this is memorable” because it-never-happens moment.
Yeah it’s okay to read for two minutes at a time. And maybe
War and Peace won’t be the book you choose. Maybe it
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will be adult twaddle. But you’d be reading. If you want to
read more, just embrace those little moments.

want to read, you need to make it easy for yourself to pick
it up. So, choose something you’re going to love.

Sarah: When I find it easier to read... it’s like any habit,
the more you do it, the more you do it. And so the more
I’m reading even if it’s light fiction...actually last summer,
I was having a really hard time getting back into my
reading groove because I’ve fallen out of it. And it was a
real struggle for some reason for me to pick up and read
books like I had done pretty much all my life. I don’t know
what the problem was but I found that the way in back
into my habit is to read easy stuff. So I went to your beach
read section in your summer reading guide. Isn’t there a
beach read section? I’m trying to remember if that’s it.

Sarah: Yes so for listeners who are thinking...

Anne: Yeah, yeah, yeah.
Sarah: Yeah. And I read a couple of those and it just got
me back into the groove of reading a lot and then I could
pick up harder books and read them because now I’m not
struggling over trying to get back into the groove and
trying to wrap my mind around something like Dickens.
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30:20 The hardest part of starting to read more
Anne: Yeah, definitely which is like he’s way more
readable than I thought he would be because I didn’t
read Dickens in high school. I read him as an adult and I
was like, “Oh I thought this would be boring and over my
head.” And it’s lots of fun. But yeah, I think if you want to
read, oh too, read in the small moments. You have to take
a time and decide what you’re going to read because if
you’re trying to start reading, I think the hardest part,
for me at least, of getting started is choosing what to
read because there are so many options and even in
your house, you probably have so many options and it
just gets overwhelming. And even I, when I’m between
books, even if I just have to replace one in my, I have 5
going right now, I look at my shelves and go, “Oh! I think I
don’t know what to pick.”
Sarah: It feels like it’s such a commitment especially if you
feel like you don’t have the time to read then you think,
well it’s got to be a good one. It’s like all this pressure on
yourself.
Anne: Yeah, is it going to be worth it? And the other thing
is get a good book. If you’re not reading as much as you

Anne: Like also, it’s easier said than done.
31:20 Anne’s Summer Reading Guides
Sarah: Yes. Except that with sites like yours, so that’s
what I was going to say. Listeners who are thinking yeah
but how do we know it’s going to be worth it, Anne
puts out this summer reading guide every year and you
can access them all on her site anytime and they are
recommendations that are categorized by things like
flights of fancy, wild, imaginative novels or beach novels
or books you can’t put down, page-turners basically. So
click on one of those. And then she’s got little blurbs of
the different books and you can get a feel of what they
are. I can’t tell you how many times, Anne, I’ve been at the
library, and I’ll think okay I need to get something that I
can’t put down because I just need to get myself back in
the groove of reading and so I will pull up your site right
there in the library and look on your summer reading list
because your little five-sentence paragraphs about each
book are so helpful to me to gauge whether or not it’s
worth my time. So I think it’s just like when we’re reading
aloud with our kids and we want to make sure we choose
something really good, having a reliable book list or
somebody’s who’s read a lot and can tell you this one’s
worth your time, same thing for reading to yourself, don’t
you think?
Anne: Yes, I totally do. And I think it’s really important to
find a site and if it’s mine, that is fantastic. But maybe it’s
not mine. But find a site or a friend or someone who has
taste kind of like yours. Who likes the same kind of books
you like because so many times if you’re just reading little
descriptions on the internet, like “Oh I think this is a great
book” only is worth anything if you know what kind of
books they think are great. So if you can find someone
whose taste that you trust that’s the best way or a good
librarian even. Because you said you pulled that up at
the library. Because they’re not just going to recommend
you their favorite books. They’ll probably ask first of all,
what do you like to read? And it’s their job to make you
leave with something in hand that is likely to meet your
taste. Not that there’s not a place for stretching but a lot
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of books, we’re not reading them necessarily for personal
growth or to check off some master list somewhere in the
universe. We just want a good book. And it’s important.
It’s hard to find and reading is not fun if you’re constantly
reading a bunch of bad books.
Sarah: So where do you go to get your book
recommendations? What are your sources? We all can go
to you but…
33:35 Anne’s go-to sources for great book
recommendations
Anne: Let’s see. I get most of my recommendations
through... I mean of course I’m just as vulnerable to what
people are talking about on I don’t know, in Time Magazine
as everyone else. But most of my recommendations are
word of mouth. I have friends that I know are constantly
in sync with me and I have friends that I know their taste
and I know where we tend to converge and where we
tend to differ. But yeah, word of mouth is the best. And
I know who I can trust and I also know which friends
read in totally different circles than I do but still have
my similar taste so that really helps stretch me. And also
just browsing the bookstore. Not everything is in the
bookstore especially my local indie, it’s small like it only
has room for so many but it’s still a great way to hear
about new books and just talking to those booksellers
too because they get their information from somewhere
different than I’m getting mine so it helps me find new
stuff.
34:50 How Anne tracks her reading
Sarah: Okay so you track the books that you read, right?
And do you use your own printable journal that you
made that’s on your site?
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Anne: I use that and I also use Goodreads.
Sarah: Okay very good. Yes, Goodreads. And we’ll put
a link to your Goodreads account in the show notes as
well for people who want to find you there. What about
your kids? How do you track books that they’ve read or
do you?
Anne: During certain times of the year, we’ll track those
but we don’t have any ongoing list. Although I was

making notes because you said you knew how many
pages your daughter had read.
Sarah: Well we just do very basic recording. Actually,
last year I made just like a printable where they could
write the title, author, the date the finished it, and then
the number of pages they’ve read. And then this year,
we’re doing it actually in a spreadsheet online because
at the end of last year, we had to input all of those and
that was a lot of books to input. We have these spiral
notebooks that they use to keep track of their school
work and the last 15 pages or so of the spiral notebook
is where they can just jot down books that they finished
and the number of pages and then once every couple of
weeks, their typing practice is to put those books into the
spreadsheet with their page numbers there. And they
love to just see where they’re at and it feels like such an
accomplishment to be able to see how many books and
pages you’ve read. But I know I have my friend, Mystie,
tracks her kids’ books in Goodreads so I keep thinking I’ll
look into that and see if that would be a better way to do
it. I just haven’t yet.
Anne: The thought of having four different log-ins makes
me want to cry.
Sarah: That’s why I think maybe I’m subconsciously
thinking, maybe not.
36:10 Tracking the books our kids read
Anne: But there is something... now that we’re talking.
I’m thinking I really should do that for them. Because I
keep thinking of that saying, you get what you measure.
If you track it, you will produce it and I do want my kids
to be readers. So there’s something very rewarding about
seeing it on paper and also I just like to know. Like what
are you going to be reading?
Sarah: Well and I kind of wished that I had a list of all the
books that I’ve read when I was a kid so that would be...
Anne: I have friends who have been keeping book
journals for like 25 years and I am so jealous and it almost
makes me not want to start now and while I’m aware of
it, that’s stupid. It’s still a good thing. If I haven’t been
keeping it since I’m 17, what’s the point?
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36:50 Book clutter
Sarah: Yup. I totally can relate to that. Okay, one last
question and then I want to make sure we honor your
time but I know that you have said before that clutter
makes you crazy and books can feel pretty cluttery
especially when there’s just stacks of them everywhere.
So how do you keep your home from getting overrun by
books?
Anne: I Instagram that occasionally like my office floor
when it gets out of hand. I’m not a huge book buyer. That
sounds crazy because I’m looking at my office right now
and you’d be like ummm... Okay. But really, I get most of
what I read from the library. We did live next door for so
many years. Now I feel like completely out of the way. It’s
1.2 miles away and I drive by it five days a week. But I
don’t want a book in my house if I don’t love it and think
it’s worth keeping. I do buy a lot of books that I love and
then I put them on a shelf. And I buy a lot of books, well
not a ton, but I do buy a book or two a month that it’s
important to me that I read it when it comes out and
the only way to guarantee that is to buy it or to get on
the library reserve list really, really early. That works
sometimes. But I just rotate them through. I get it from
the library and I take it back when I’m done. Or I will buy
or be giving it or something. And I’ll keep it for a while
but if I don’t love it and that can include something like
it’s my favorite shade of blue because I have this serious
thing for blue books.
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Sarah: I know I love your Instagram posts where you
gather books by their color and I love that.
Anne: Yeah, that was like “I love that color.” So I have a lot
of books sitting around right now that I’m trying to decide
if I want to read them or not like they just happened to
have come into my path. But they are on shelves. That’s
the other answer. They are on shelves and if we don’t like
them, I know exactly how I’ll get rid of my books if I don’t
want to keep them in my house.
39:00 The to-be-read shelf
Sometimes I’ll give them to friends but also our library
has a card table and you can buy hard covers for a dollar
and paperbacks for fifty cents. And so I get some books
there. If I see something and like, “Oh I want to read that.”
The library gets the dollar. It’s only a dollar. It’s going to a

good cause and take it home and put it on my to-be read
shelf which is like a real thing like I keep that, a literal tobe read shelf.
Sarah: Okay so it’s not just an idea like mine is. My toread stack is scattered everywhere. It’s not an actual stack
but yours is a real shelf?
Anne: It is a real shelf but then there’s also a stack of
books under my desk that I’m deciding what to do
with and there’s a giant stack of books by my bed that
are also to-be read or recently finished and deciding if
I’m going to send them out of the house or keep them.
But anybody can take their books and take them to the
library and put them on the table and the library will
send them on their way. So even if I have a new hard
cover that I paid a pretty good money for that I don’t
want to keep, I really like knowing that if I put it on the
table that I’m spreading the love of reading basically.
Somebody is going to be thrilled to get that book and
sometimes I want to put post-it notes on it. Like I read
a really hot summer release that everybody was talking
about and somebody gave it to me. I didn’t pay $18 for
it but I only got it... it’s terrible and I really wanted to put
a post-it on it that says, “You think this is a good idea.”
But I didn’t do that. But somebody was really happy to
find that they’re for a dollar and the library got the dollar
and my office floor wasn’t making my husband pull out
his hair because he wasn’t tripping over books. I’m really
happy with that way of moving my books on. Also there’s
a little free library really close to my house and look it up,
it’s littlefreelibrary.org. If you Google Little Free Library,
it will come up with all these images of this quaint little,
they almost look like super sized 2 foot x 2 foot x 2 foot
birdhouses or telephone...
Sarah: Yes we have found in our neighborhood and we’re
going to build one at some point.
Anne: I would love to do that but I haven’t actually done
it yet. Because I want to find out if I can put one or if my
city can put one of the playground really close to my
house because I think that would be an amazing place
to put it and then a mom would never be stuck at the
playground without a book. There will be a little box with
them right there. So it’s so tiny but out of the way but I’ll
put books in there too. So basically, if I don’t love it, I try to
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send it on to someone who will and that keeps my house
from being...
Sarah: Yeah I usually think if I really don’t think I’ll ever
read this book again, there is no point for it to be on my
shelf. So I tend to keep...
Anne: Well unless it’s really pretty. Or someone gave it
to you. But it doesn’t have to have high literary content...
Sarah: Unless it’s blue.
Anne: I’m much more likely to keep the blue ones and I’m
not kidding. The black and white, not so much. Because
those are like a dime a dozen. Or if I think I might need it
in the future like I have a lot of research books that they’re
not gorgeous but they’re necessary so they’re here.
41:40 Literary matchmaking
Sarah: Okay so before we go, one of my favorite things
you do is literary matchmaking, which is pairing up
readers with books that you recommend based on a few
books they love, something they hate, and something
they’ve read recently. So any chance you want to do that
for me before we hop off?
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Anne: I would love to. That would be fun. Yeah I haven’t
done this on the blog in forever but I’m re-imagining it.
So we’ll resume in the future but not yet. But I’d love to
do it here because being able to talk with a fellow reader
is the best way to find them something good.

Sarah: Okay, so three books that we’ve really loved and
enjoyed are The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, The Lion, the
Witch, and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis of course, and let’s
see, The Mouse and the Motorcycle by Beverly Cleary,
which has been a really fun read for us in the past.
Anne: We love those. We are big Beverly Cleary fans
around here. And what I love about her is that my 5-year
old and my 12-year old and the parents are all entertained.
And that is a rare and precious thing.
Sarah: I know. I love it when you’re starting to read to the
younger kids and then the older kids trickle in and don’t
want to miss a word--that’s fun. Beverly Cleary books do
that I think.
Anne: Yeah, and it’s writing on those different levels is
not something everybody can do. Okay, tell me a book,
hated is a little strong, but tell me a book that you guys
just weren’t so crazy about.
Sarah: Ummm, okay I would say The Series of Unfortunate
Events by Lemony Snicket. We read the first one and we
didn’t get that far. I mean we got maybe a third of the
way through before all of us were just ready to put the
thing down. So not a favorite.
Anne: And what was it about it?
Sarah: It was really dark. We don’t shy away necessarily
from dark fairy tales but it didn’t have anything redeeming
in it to kind of keep us going.

Sarah: Okay fun. Let’s do it.

Anne: I got you. And what’s the last thing you read?

Anne: Alright. So what I usually do is ask people to tell
me a few books they love to get, a feel of what they like,
one book that just didn’t work for them, and then the last
thing you’ve been reading. So tell me some books you
love.

Sarah: Oh we just read the first book in The Wingfeather
Saga by Andrew Peterson on The Edge of the Dark Sea of
Darkness and some of us enjoyed that more than others
but for the most part, everybody was just really engaged.

Sarah: Okay.
Anne: Is this for you or for your kids?
Sarah: You know what, I think I’m going to pick books
that we’ve read aloud together, books that I’ve enjoyed
with my kids, is that okay?
Anne: Yeah, that sounds fun.

Anne: We have tried to start that book as a read aloud
in my house like five times. It’s blue. I can see it on my
shelf and I’ve heard that the series keeps getting better
and that we will be rewarded if we push through but we
haven’t yet.
Sarah: Are your kids really big fantasy readers?
Anne: Yeah, well maybe not big. They don’t seek those
out but a lot of books they happen to love are fantasy.
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Sarah: I have two kids who love fantasy and that book
was their favorite.
Anne: Okay, from these it sounds like you guys love
fantasy since you told me that directly.
Sarah: It’s so funny because I am not a big fantasy reader.
Anne: But do you like the ones that you told me here?
Like how do you feel about them?
Sarah: Yeah, I do. Like The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe and The Wingfeather Saga. Yeah, I’ve enjoyed
those two.
Anne: Oh and I’m seeing a lot of journey tale stuff going
on here.
Sarah: Oh yeah, I guess so.
45:23 Sarah’s confession
Anne: Okay, well first of all, I’m going to recommend
some classics that you’ve probably read but still, I want to
put my chip on the bucket as a vote for these. The Wind
in the Willows definitely. Have you all read that together?
Sarah: Oh my gosh you’re going to make me say this on
air.
Anne: No. I didn’t read it until a couple of years ago. I
mean there are so many wonderful classics like you can’t
read them in a childhood or a lifetime so don’t feel bad
about it.
Sarah: Okay.
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Anne: But that makes me really excited Sarah because
I do think it sounds right up your all’s alley. If your voice
needs a break, there’s a great audio version. And I’ll try to
find it and send you the link because I can’t remember
the narrator right off the top of my head.
Sarah: Okay, perfect.
Anne: But it is. It’s fun and whimsical. It’s a journey tale.
You go on an adventure with the characters and it’s one
of those books that I just didn’t read for years and years
because I thought oh I roll British classic, whatever. You
know that all the little kids read and I was just sorry I
put it in a pause so long like it’s full of life, wonder, and
adventure. Now I’m getting carried away. But lots of fun.

Sarah: Well that’s fun to hear. I’ve heard a mix. Mostly, I’ve
heard just good things about it and then there’s been a
few people who’ve told me it’s really hard to get into so
I think that’s kind of put me off from starting it because
there’s so many other books. You know so you think, Oh
I’ll just pick something else but okay, we’ll try. We’ll read
it.
46:40 The audiobook advantage
Anne: The audio is not hard to get into. I think the thing
about audiobooks is they are able to evoke setting just
like 20 seconds of background music can really set a
scene in your head and the narrator and the intonation
of the voices, I think it puts you in the world really quickly.
It’s not as hard to work your way in mentally. So if that’s
a... and go listen to the sample on Audible. Like there will
be a 5-minute sample that will give you a really good
feel for how it sounds and that’s one that works for many
ages. Like I could also read that to my 5-year old and my
12-year old and they’d all be fine.
Sarah: Awesome!
Anne: And I wouldn’t be... to tears either. Mary Poppins is
another one. Is that one that you’ve all read?
Sarah: Yes, that is. We enjoyed that so much. That’s
another one that just you have to read.
Anne: Excellent. That means I’m in the right direction.
Peter Pan.
Sarah: Yes. We listened to the audio version of Peter
Pan read by Jim Dale. Jim Dale, the guy who reads Harry
Potter.
Anne: Really?
Sarah: So good.
Anne: Okay, Peter and the Starcatchers. I didn’t think of it
right off the bat until you said Jim Dale. Have you heard
that?
Sarah: No, I think one of my daughters has read them,
maybe my son too. But I don’t think I read them.
Anne: Okay, that’s really good on audio and he does rate
the audio. Usually I give three but you’ve just got so many
and I don’t think that Mary Poppins should count or Wind
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in the Willows like those are classics. You can already
know about these without me. And of course The Hobbit,
you’ve read The Hobbit, right?
Sarah: Oh man. I have like a story about that. I tried to
read The Hobbit aloud and I really, really struggled with it
so I ended up getting the audiobook for my kids to listen
to because I was having a hard time with all the voices
and just keeping... I don’t know. So to my shame, I have
never read the entire Hobbit but my kids have.
48:40 The Borrowers--on film and in Lego
Anne: That’s okay. But ones that are a little less obvious,
The Borrowers. That’s probably pretty obvious. Have you
read those?
Sarah: Yeah, I have read them. I don’t think all my kids
have read them though. I know I read one of those aloud
to my oldest couple of kids but it’s been a long time.
Anne: When my kids read those, all of a sudden we had
like little Lego borrower houses all over the house.
Sarah: Oh fun! I love that.
Anne: Which is kind of fun. There’s a great Japanese
animation movie if they do like The Borrowers. I can’t
remember if it comes straight from the story or not right
now but it’s called The Secret Life of Arrietty and it’s
really wonderful. And I never recommend kids’ movies to
people.
Sarah: Okay I think I’ve seen the cover of it anyway.
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49:25 A recommendation from Anne’s babysitter
Anne: It’s not something to make me like pull it off the
shelf but it was urged on me by a trusted friend. It was
so much fun. My kids are really into the Sebastian Flight
series. The first book in it is called Magyk. And I’m going
to look up the author for you. We found these books. I’ve
seen them at the bookstore. Oh did I say Sebastian Flight?
That is a character. But they’re known as the Septimus
Heap books and they’re by Angie Sage. The first one was
published about 10 years ago and we have a babysitter
who when I interviewed her for the first time, she said,
you need to know that I love books and I’ll bring a bag of
books every time and that’s kind of my thing and not all
families are okay with that. And I was like Who was this

angel sent from heaven and why have not all the families
okay with that?
So she brought the Magyk books into my kids’ lives. It’s
a fantasy series. It’s... I’m not going to tell you anymore.
The books are satisfyingly long. They’re about 500 pages
each. So with your older kids’ ages, that is something that
they can’t read in a day which is really an advantage to
my kids. Like it’s so much work sometimes to find them
but we’re not like filling any books on their shelves or
the library. It’s hard to get them steered into something
and this is the multiple book series and they’re all kind
of thick and you can feel like that might work for a while.
Sarah: I’ve heard of these and I can picture the covers in
my head but we’ve never read them so I have a feeling
that you just gave me the perfect recommendation for
my two fantasy lovers for sure. So, awesome.
Anne: That sounds good. And also, the Edward Eager
books, those are old and British.
Sarah: Yeah like Half Magic and...I haven’t read them
all but we have seven or ten of them or something and
we’ve read Half Magic aloud. I think we read that one
twice aloud actually. Once as an audiobook and once
that’s not an audio book.
Anne: Yeah that’s my favorite too.
Sarah: It’s so much fun, really funny.
Anne: And this might be a little premature because I’m
only halfway through the first one but The Redwall series
which also again have some audiobooks.
Sarah: Yeah my son has listened to almost all of them
on Audible. I haven’t listened to any. My daughter who
I think would love them hasn’t listened to them yet
either, but he could not get enough of them. And they
were fantastic for me to use in that period before he was
reading for himself so he would have quiet time in the
afternoon and he would listen to audiobooks and they’re
nice and long. So again, you don’t have to keep finding
new things. Perfect.
Anne: Definitely.
Sarah: Well thank you that’s fun.
Anne: Well let me know if you read any of those.
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51:30 Where to find Anne on social media
Sarah: Okay I will. Hey Anne, thank you so much for
joining me this has been really fun. And I will make sure
we put links in the show notes so everybody can find you
online but ModernMrsDarcy.com and you’re on all the
social media channels right as Modern Mrs Darcy, is that
right?
Anne: I am @annebogel on Instagram and Twitter and
Modern Mrs Darcy on the others.
Sarah: Okay excellent. We’ll link to your social media
pages on the site too in case people want to follow you
on their favorite ones. So thank you so much.
Anne: Sounds great. This was fun. Thanks for having me.

Now it’s time for Let the Kids Speak! This is my favorite
part of the podcast, where kids tell us about their favorite
stories that have been read aloud to them.
“Hi! My name is Zoe. I live in California. I’m 9 years old and
in the 4th grade in our homeschool. The book I like is Flora
and Ulysses by Kate DiCamillo. My favorite part is when
Ulysses the squirrel gets sucked up by the vacuum but
he’s okay. And later Flora thinks Ulysses has superpowers
and can fly. There’s always something funny happening
with Flora and Ulysses.”
“Hello my name is Celia Colosso. I’m 9 years old. I’m from
Florida and my favorite read-aloud book is Winnie the
Pooh because it’s really funny and it’s really fun to listen
to.”
“Hi I’m Xavier and I’m from Florida and I’m 4 years old and
my favorite book is Blue Hat, Green Hat because it has a
bunch of animals. They’re my favorite. Bye!”
“I’m Sophie. I’m 6. I live in Kenwood in England. My
favorite book with Daddy is called The BFG by Roald Dahl.
There’s a girl called Sophie.”

Fantastic! Thanks kids. If your own kids would like to leave
a message about their favorite books, help them do just
that by going to readaloudrevival.com and scrolling to
the bottom of the page there. You’ll also find show notes
that include links to everything Anne and I talked about
in today’s podcast. Head to readaloudrevival.com and
look for Episode 37.
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We’ll be back right after the new year with more podcasts
that will help you go all in and inspire a reading life in
your home. Until then, go build your family culture
around books.
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